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a b s t r a c t
Accurate wind speed forecasting could ensure the reliability and controllability for the wind power
system. In this paper, a new hybrid structure based on meteorological analysis is proposed for the
wind speed vector (wind speed and direction) deterministic and probabilistic forecasting. Twelve
kinds of secondary decomposition methods are employed to decrease the interference existing in
the data. To improve the training efficiency and accelerate the sample selection process, active
learning is employed. Four different wind speed datasets collected from Ontario Province, Canada,
are utilized as case studies to evaluate the forecasting performance of the proposed structure.
Experimental results show that the proposed structure based on meteorological analysis is suitable for
wind speed vector forecasting and could obtain better forecasting performance. Furthermore, except
accurate deterministic forecasts, the proposed structure also provides more probabilistic forecasting
information.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Due to the environmental deterioration as well as conven-
tional energy exhaustion, it is significantly urgent to accelerate
the exploration and the exploitation of renewable energy to solve
pollution problems [1]. In the near future, the sustainable de-
velopment of energy will be an inevitable trend. Among various
low-carbon energy technologies, wind energy is regarded as a
crucial access, with the enormous potential to achieve the sus-
tainable supply of energy [2,3]. Thus, it plays an indispensable
role in the new energy market of the world [4]. To utilize the wind
power, precise and stable wind speed forecasting is required. It
suggests that effective and timely management can be achieved
of power grid, reducing adverse impact in the wind energy sce-
nario and increasing revenues can be gained [5]. However, owing
to the inherent volatility and randomness, wind speed is irregular,
noisy and can be easily affected by the geographical factors and
weather which can drive fluctuations of the wind speed and make
more difficulties of wind speed forecasting [6], meanwhile, risk
arose from the wind-related uncertainty [1,7,8] is also a problem.
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In recent years, there are many researchers paying attention
to better deterministic forecasting methods [9]. From a time per-
spective, forecasting methods can be classified into four different
periods [10]: ultra short-term (several seconds to 4 h), short-term
(4 h to 24 h), medium-term (1 day to 7 days) and long-term
(more than 7 days). The ultra short-term forecasting is usually
used for the turbine control and the load trading. Short-term
forecasting can be used for the power system management as
well as the energy trading. Both medium-term forecasting and
long-term forecasting are for wind turbine maintenance schedul-
ing [11]. On the other hand, from the mainstream approach,
forecasting methods could be divided into other four methods,
consisting of the physical method, the statistical method, the
intelligence method and the hybrid method. Detailed physical
properties and historical data of wind speed are used to con-
struct forecasting models by the physical model, which is more
suitable for the long-term forecasting instead of the short-term
forecasting [10]. Established on the basis of the linear theory, the
statistical model cannot achieve great forecasting performance
using nonlinear time-series data. For the smartness and robust-
ness, the intelligent methods are widely adopted such as fuzzy
logic methods [12,13], support vector machines (SVMs) [1,14]
as well as artificial neural networks (ANNs) [15–22], dealing
with non-stationary data like wind speed. Combining advantages
of different forecasting methods, the hybrid model has better
forecasting ability than single methods. As for the hybrid model,
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some common ensemble algorithms are included, like the adap-
tive boosting [23] and stacked generalization algorithms [24,25].
For instance, for high-precision short-term load predictions, Wu
et al. [22] proposed a hybrid model based on generalized re-
gression neural network (GRNN), improved by non-dominated
sorting-based multi-objective cuckoo search (NSMOCS). Consist-
ing of a few neural networks as well as genetic algorithm, a
highly effective method for short-term wind speed prediction is
proposed by Zameer et al. [25]. Meanwhile, according to some
studies, the wind speed decomposition has been proved to be a
high-efficiency algorithm [26]. For example, fast ensemble empir-
ical mode decomposition (FEEMD) [27], wavelet decomposition
(WD) [28], wavelet packet decomposition (WPD) [29], empirical
mode decomposition (EMD) [30] as well as singular spectrum
analysis (SSA) [31] are kinds of data decomposition methods
which are widely used. Besides single processing ways, a higher
efficiency is shown from combined signal processing ways like
secondary decomposition (SD). For example, Liu et al. [32] com-
bined WPD and FEEMD to realize the SD algorithm for the wind
speed series. In that paper, WPD was adopted to decompose the
raw wind speed series into the low-frequency sub-layers and the
high-frequency sub-layers, and FEEMD was utilized to further
decompose the high-frequency sub-layers. The results showed
that the proposed model had better prediction performance than
the model with single data decomposition method. Therefore,
compared with the single decomposition algorithm, SD could be
more effective in wind speed forecasting and will be used in this
paper.
Currently, many wind speed deterministic forecasting models,
however, are established on the basis of the time series prediction
theory. According to previous research, a PM 2.5 forecasting model
is proposed by Zhu et al. [33] using support vector regression
(SVR) with particle swarm optimization gravitational search al-
gorithm (PSOGSA) based on complementary ensemble empirical
mode decomposition (CEEMD), GRNN, gravitational search algo-
rithm (GCA) and meteorological factors. In this paper, the wind
speed is also considered to be not independent from meteoro-
logical factors such as relative humidity, temperature, Coriolis
force, dew point temperature, weather, geomorphological, sur-
face obstacles, wind speed, horizontal pressure gradient, station
pressure, visibility and wind chill. According to the experimen-
tal results, it can be found that forecasting with meteorological
analysis is more stable and precise than forecasting with the time
series theory.
In this study, a new hybrid structure SD-active learning (AL)-
ANN based on meteorological analysis is proposed for wind speed
vector deterministic forecasting. Three single forecasting models,
back propagation neural network (BPNN), extreme learning ma-
chine (ELM) and wavelet neural network (WNN) are included in
the proposed hybrid structure. Meanwhile, to ensure the accu-
racy, twelve SD methods which consist of four data preprocessing
methods (EMD, variational mode decomposition (VMD), empiri-
cal wavelet transform (EWT) and SSA) are used. Additionally, AL,
which ranges from producing artificial instances to selecting in-
stances from a possibly massive pool, is considered to accelerate
the training process, reduce forecasting error and increase the
accuracy of the proposed hybrid model. As case studies, four wind
speed datasets gathered from Ontario Province, Canada, are em-
ployed to evaluate the forecasting performance. As the numerical
experiments shown, the proposed hybrid structure SD-AL-WNN
based on meteorological analysis, could reach the most accu-
rate and stable forecasting results within different wind speed
datasets. Except accurate deterministic forecasts, as large-scale
wind power generation integrated into power grid, estimation
of wind speed and direction uncertainty is getting increasingly
important which can affect the assessment of risk and deci-
sion making for risk in power system operation, offering various
aspects of forecasts. Thus, considering the uncertainty of wind
speed and direction forecasting, probabilistic forecasting is also
included for better forecasting. The main contributions of this
paper are demonstrated as follows.
(1) Different from traditional wind speed forecasting models, a
novel one based on meteorological analysis is proposed. In this
paper, the accuracy of wind speed forecasting is enhanced from
another angle based on the meteorological analysis.
(2) Secondary decomposition methods are employed to elimi-
nate the interference existing in original data. SD methods are
employed to decrease the interference which will influence the
forecasting performance.
(3) An advanced and effective learning strategy, AL, is employed.
To enhance the training efficiency and training accuracy, AL is
employed to select the suitable training samples.
(4) SD-AL-ANN based on meteorological analysis for wind speed
forecasting is proposed. Compared with the comparison models,
the proposed model is more accurate and stable. The proposed
SD-AL-WNN, could obtain more precise and stable forecasting
results.
(5) Not only deterministic forecasting, but also probabilistic
forecasting are considered, providing various information for
the energy system. A variety of different information could be
helpful for risk assessment and decision-making.
The remainder of this paper is organized briefly as follows.
Section 2 presents the framework of the proposed hybrid model.
The detailed information of algorithms used in this paper is in-
troduced in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates the forecasting results
and their discussion is illustrated in Section 5. Then, the paper
is concluded in Section 6. Lastly, energy applications and further
work are given in Section 7.
2. Framework of the proposed hybrid structure
The framework of the proposed hybrid structure, as shown in
Fig. 1, could be briefly summarized as follows:
• Employ SD methods to reduce the interference existing in
original data.
• Select training samples which are more valuable with AL to
accelerate the training process and increase the accuracy.
• Employ ANNs (BPNN, ELM and WNN) to calculate the deter-
ministic wind speed forecasting results.
• Forecast the wind direction with the time series theory and
ANNs.
• Compare the proposed models with the comparison models.
• Probabilistic forecasting of the wind speed vector is offered
(sharpness and continuous ranked probability score).
• Make conclusions.
3. Algorithms
3.1. Secondary decomposition
SD is made up with four data processing methods, EMD, VMD,
EWT and SSA. In this paper, twelve kinds of SD methods are in-
cluded, EMD-VMD, EMD-EWT, EMD-SSA, VMD-EMD, VMD-EWT,
VMD-SSA, EWT-EMD, EWT-VMD, EWT-SSA, SSA-EMD, SSA-VMD,
and SSA-EWT.
• Empirical mode decomposition
In 1998, the scientist N. E. Huang [34] proposed EMD, a time
domain signal decomposing method, through transforming raw
jumping signals into several locally narrow band components
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Fig. 1. Proposed hybrid structure.
that named intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), to decrease the non-
stationary.
In the EMD theory, any signal series X(t), can be decomposed.
And the decomposed series can be described with the following
equation as:
X(t) =
n∑
i=1
IMFi(t) + Rn(t) (1)
where EMD decomposes IMFs can be presented by {IMFi(t)}, (i =
1, 2, . . . , n), and the residue is represented by {Rn(t)}. The com-
putational steps of EMD are explained as follows:
Step 1: Identify all the local extrema of the raw series {X(t)}.
Step 2: Connect all the local maxima and the local minima by two
cubic spline lines to generate the corresponding upper envelop
series {XUP (t)} and down envelop series {XDOWN (t)}, respectively.
Step 3: Calculate the mean envelop series {XMEAN (t)} as:
XMEAN (t) = [XUP (t) + XDOWN (t)]/2 (2)
Step 4: Execute the extracting computation as:
Y (t) = X(t) − XMEAN (t) (3)
Step 5: Examine whether the extracted series {Y (t)} is an IMF
component: if yes, set IMF(t) = Y(t) and replace the series {X(t)}
with the residual R(t) = X(t)-IMF(t); if no, replace the series {X(t)}
with the extracted series {Y (t)} and repeat the steps described in
‘Step 2–4’ until the following terminating threshold is reached.
ςTERMINATE =
m∑
t=1
[Yj−1(t) − Yj(t)]2
[Yj−1(t)]2
≤ δ (4)
where m is the length of the data in the original series {X(t)}, δ
is the terminating threshold, and j is the number of the iterative
computation.
Step 6: The procedure in ‘Step1–5’ will be continued until all the
IMFs have been obtained.
• Variational mode decomposition
VMD, having the ability to decompose a signal into a series of
modes with specific bandwidth in spectral domain [35], is a non-
recursive signal processing algorithm. Each mode can be com-
pacted around a center pulsation determined during the decom-
position process. To obtain the bandwidth of each mode, three
steps should be fulfilled [36]: (i) For each mode, adopt Hilbert
transform to get unilateral frequency spectrum. (ii) For each
mode, apply an exponential tuned to the respective estimated
center frequency to transfer the mode’s frequency spectrum to
the baseband. (iii) For each mode, estimate the bandwidth by uti-
lizing the Gaussian smoothness of the demodulated signal. Then,
the constrained variational problem can be given as follows [37]:
min
uk,wk
{
K∑
k=1
∂t [(δ(t) + jπ t ) ⊗ uk(t)
]
e−jwkt
2
2
}
s.t.
K∑
k=1
uk = f (t)
(5)
where f(t) implicates the original signal, t implicates the time
script, K denotes the total number of modes, uk denotes the kth
mode, δ(t) represents the Dirac distribution, wk is the center
frequency and ⊗ is the convolution operator. Additionally, the
mode with high-order denotes the low-frequency sub-layers.
In order to convert the above optimization problem into an
unconstrained one, the penalty term and Lagrangian multipliers
are employed, which can be described as:
L(uk, wk, λ) = α
K∑
k=1
∂t [(δ(t) + jπ t ) ⊗ uk(t)
]
e−jwkt
2
2
+
f (t) −
K∑
k=1
uk(t)

2
2
+
⟨
λ(t), f (t) −
K∑
k=1
uk(t)
⟩
(6)
where α is the balancing parameter of the needed data fidelity
constraint.
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The corresponding unconstrained problem in Eq. (6) can be
solved by using the ADMM (Alternate Direction Method of Mul-
tipliers), which can find the saddle point of the augmented La-
grangian. Based on the ADMM, the uk and wk can be updated in
two directions to complete the analysis of VMD.
The solution of the optimization problem for uk can be ex-
plained as:
ûn+1k =
f̂ (w) −
∑
i̸=k ûi(w) +
λ̂(w)
2
1 + 2α(w − wk)2
(7)
where n is the number of iterations, f̂ (w), ûi(w), λ̂(w) and ûn+1k are
the Fourier transforms of f (t), ui(t), λ(t) and un+1k (t), respectively.
The solution of the optimization problem in frequency domain
for wk can be explained as:
wn+1k =
∫
∞
0 w
⏐⏐ŷn+1k (w)⏐⏐2 dw∫
∞
0
⏐⏐ŷn+1k (w)⏐⏐2 dw (8)
• Empirical wavelet transform
Regarded as one of the innovative signal processing tech-
niques, EWT, which is proposed by the scientist Jerome Gilles
[38], builds the wavelets referring to the spectrum of the analyzed
signal. In [38], it mentions that EWT can be realized according
to the following three steps: (i) Segment the Fourier support of
the analyzed signal to N contiguous sections; (ii) Calculate the
empirical scaling function and empirical wavelets according to
Eqs. (9) and (10), respectively; (iii) Compute both approximation
coefficients and detailed coefficients with Eqs. (11) and (12).
φ̂n(ω) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 if |ω| ≤ (1 − γ )ωn
cos[
π
2
β(
1
2γωn
(|ω|
−(1 − γ )ωn))] if (1 − γ )ωn ≤ |ω| ≤ (1 + γ )ωn
0 otherwise
(9)
ψ̂n(ω) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 if (1 + γ )ωn ≤ |ω| ≤ (1 − γ )ωn+1
cos[
π
2
β(
1
2γωn+1
(|ω|
−(1 − γ )ωn+1))] if (1 − γ )ωn+1 ≤ |ω| ≤ (1 + γ )ωn+1
sin[
π
2
β(
1
2γωn
(|ω|
−(1 − γ )ωn))] if (1 − γ )ωn ≤ |ω| ≤ (1 + γ )ωn
0 otherwise
(10)
wεf (0, t) = ⟨f , φ1⟩ =
∫
f (τ )φ1(τ − t)dτ = (f̂ (ω)φ̂1(ω))∨ (11)
wεf (n, t) = ⟨f , ψn⟩ =
∫
f (τ )ψn(τ − t)dτ = (f̂ (ω)ψ̂n(ω))∨ (12)
In addition, there are some constraints to keep the effective-
ness of the proposed algorithm. For example, the ratio γ in Eqs.
(9) and (10) is restricted to a small value as γ < minn(ωn+1 −
ωn)/(ωn+1 +ωn). To ensure the empirical scaling function and the
empirical wavelets are a tight frame of L2(R). The β(x) is usually
defined as β(x) = x4(35 − 84x + 70x2 − 20x3).
As shown in Ref. [38], the inverse empirical wavelet transfor-
mation can be carried out by the following equation as:
f (t) = wεf (0, t)
∗φ1(t) +
N∑
n=1
wεf (n, t)
∗ψn(t)
= (ŵεf (0, ω)φ̂1(ω) +
N∑
n=1
ŵεf (n, ω)ψ̂n(ω))
∨ (13)
• Singular spectrum analysis
For the analysis of time series, as an innovative nonparametric
method, SSA consists of both the multivariate statistic and the
probability theory [39]. The time series decomposition and the
reconstruction are included in the standard SSA. The pseudo-code
of SSA is given in Algorithm 1 in Appendix A.
The computation of SSA can be described as [40,41]:
(1) Embedding. In the SSA algorithm, an original time series X =
(X1, . . . , XN ) is shifted into the series Z = (Z1, . . . , ZK ), where
Zi = (xi, . . . , xi+L−1)T ∈ RL, K = N−L + 1 and L ∈ [2,N]. The
trajectory matrix Z is represented as follows:
Z =
⎛⎜⎝ x1 x2 . . . xKx2 x3 . . . xK+1. . . . . . . . . . . .
xL xL+1 . . . xN
⎞⎟⎠ (14)
where all elements of the matrix Z are equal in the diagonal.
(2) Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Through SVD, the trajec-
tory matrix Z can be given as:
Z = Z1 + Z2 + · · · Zd (15)
where Zi is the elementary matrix and Zi =
√
λiUiV Ti ; Ui and
Vi are the left and right eigenvectors, respectively; and
√
λi(i =
1, . . . , d) implies the singular value of matrix Z.
(3) Grouping. The grouping can divide the interval {1, . . . , d}
into a number of discrete subsets. Select m out of d, for K =
(k1, . . . , km), the matrix ZK , which is equal to the group K, can
be described as follows:
Z = ZK1 + · · · + ZKm (16)
(4) Diagonal averaging. This procedure is aimed at converting
each matrix of the grouped series into a new sequence with
length N. Let matrix Z be a W × Q matrix, W ∗ = min(W ,Q ),
Q ∗ = max(W ,Q ). If W < Q , then z∗ij = zij, otherwise, z
∗
ji = zji.
The restructured series (v1, . . . , vT ) can be shown as:
Vm =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1
m
m∑
i=1
z∗i,m−i+1 for 1 ≤ m ≤ W
∗
1
W ∗
m∑
i=1
z∗i,m−i+1 for W
∗
≤ m ≤ Q ∗
1
T − m + 1
T−K∗∑
i=m−Q ∗+1
zi,m−i+1 for Q ∗ ≤ m ≤ T
(17)
3.2. Active learning strategy
AL settings can be different, which can generate the artificial
instances or select the needed instances from a potentially huge
pool. No matter which case, the instances that are selected, would
be labeled by an oracle, such as a human expert.
The former is called membership query synthesis, which
avoids the need for previously unmarked instances. But it some-
times could lose its usability because it depends on the applica-
tion nature [42]. The latter is named pool-based, which currently
depends on a utility measure usage to decide which unlabeled
instances to be selected. It is what the current settings concern
with that in practical applications, people often use it. For the
independence of the synthesis of instances [43], in practice, it is
more suitable.
AL can be divided into two major approaches, agnostic strat-
egy and non-agnostic strategy. The agnostic strategy does not use
any learner-providing information and utilizes utility measures
which are picked up from the unlabeled data pool like den-
sity measures. Such as random sampling, density-based strate-
gies, cluster-based and hypothesis space search are all included
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in this strategy. Different from the agnostic strategy, the non-
agnostic strategy relies on the learner-providing information [44–
46]. Some examples of the non-agnostic and agnostic strategies
as well as their respective approaches are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Agnostic strategies
The agnostic strategy, does not use any learner-providing in-
formation and utilizes utility measures which are picked up from
the unlabeled data pool like density measures. Such as random
sampling, density-based strategies, cluster-based and hypothesis
space search are all included in this strategy. Some currently
adopted agnostic strategies are described in present methods [47,
48].
Density-weighted AL strategy
Selecting the instances from the dense regions of instance
space is the basic thought of the agnostic density-weighted strat-
egy. Density-weighted agnostic training utility sampling (ATU)
is proposed by Batista et al. [49], relying on the utility function
which is given in Eq. (18). sim(x,u), the function, which is a kind of
the similarity measure, can be derived optionally from a distance
function d(x,u), shown in Eq. (19).
IDATU (x) =
1
|U |
∑
u∈U
sim(x, u)(
1
|L|
∑
l∈L
sim(x, l))−1 (18)
sim(x, u) =
1
1 + d(x, u)
(19)
The aim of this equation is to balance the proximity to the
dense unlabeled groups of instances as well as the distance
from the regions which are already labeled of instance space.
Therefore, representative instances are selected mostly from the
sparsely labeled regions.
3.3. Artificial neural networks
BPNN, as a kind of multilayer feed-forward neural network,
is widely applied in variety fields. Details of BPNN are intro-
duced in [50]. ELM [51,52], regarded as a type of single-hidden
layer feed-forward neural network, with fast learning speed abil-
ity as well as great generalization performance, can decline the
computation time in hybrid methods, forecasting wind speed,
significantly. WNN [53], which is constructed with the BPNN
structure, the wavelet basis function is the transfer function of
hidden layer nodes. The structures of ANNs could refer to Fig. 1.
4. Forecasting experiments
The structure of the experiments can be seen in Fig. 3. In this
section, seven meteorological elements including relative humid-
ity, temperature, dew point temperature, weather, wind speed,
station pressure and visibility, are used as inputs of the proposed
forecasting structure. Numerize different weather conditions, as
shown in Table B.1 in Appendix B. The bigger the number is,
the clearer the weather is. Table B.2 in Appendix B shows the
statistics of meteorological factors.
The forecasting performance is assessed by some evaluation
criteria such as ςMSE (mean square error), ςMAPE (mean abso-
lute percentage error) and ςMAE (mean absolute error) regarded
as the accuracy improvement among distinct models. Table B.3
in Appendix B describes the above evaluation criteria directly.
Meanwhile, comparison models are described in Table B.4 in
Appendix B.
In this paper, the proposed forecasting structure with BPNN,
ELM and WNN is utilized as benchmarks for verifying and com-
paring with the proposed hybrid model, SD-AL-WNN. According
to the method of trial and error, the neurons number is deter-
mined. The parameters of each model are shown in Table B.5
in Appendix B. Each experiment is repeated 100 times to make
results reliable and independent to the initial random parameters.
4.1. Wind speed deterministic forecasting
In this part, the experiment is carried out step by step. Firstly,
discuss the forecasting performance with different SD methods,
and then discuss the forecasting performance of different models
(BPNN, ELM and WNN). At last, more details of the proposed
model SD-AL-WNN are given.
For the Dataset 1, as shown in Table 1, the following could be
concluded:
(1) For BPNN, among twelve SD methods, when the SD method
VMD-SSA is used, both MAPE and the standard deviation of MAPE
reach the minimum values of 4.0579% and 9.0668, which means
that the wind speed forecasting model VMD-SSA-AL-BPNN is the
most accuracy and stable model. The second to fifth most precise
models are EMD-VMD-AL-BPNN, SSA-EWT-AL-BPNN, EMD-SSA-
AL-BPNN and VMD-EMD-AL-BPNN with MAPE values of 4.1345%,
4.4576%, 4.6224% and 4.6843%, respectively.
(2) With the SD method VMD-SSA, ELM achieves the most accu-
rate forecasting consequence among twelve models. It can yield
the MAPE value with 2.3398% while it gains the lowest standard
deviation of MAPE of 5.4945 with the SD method EMD-EWT.
(3) According to WNN, EMD-VMD-AL-WNN can gain the most
precise forecasting result of all twelve SD methods with the
value of MAPE, 1.2718%, which is much smaller than 4.0579%
and 2.3398% of the lowest MAPE values from VMD-SSA-AL-BPNN
and VMD-SSA-AL-ELM. Moreover, two SD methods, EWT-VMD
and EWT-EMD can help to reach the most stable forecasting re-
sults with the minimum standard deviation of MAPE with 2.1754
which is also the smallest number of all standard deviation of
MAPE values.
For Dataset 2, as shown in Table 2, the following could be
concluded:
(1) Compared with BPNN and ELM, WNN can always get both the
lowest MAPE value and the lowest standard deviation of MAPE
with any SD method. And SSA-EMD-AL-WNN is the most precise
and stable model of all models with MAPE value, 1.3516%, and
the standard deviation of MAPE, 1.8331.
(2) For BPNN, it yields the most accuracy forecasting result (EMD-
VMD-AL-BPNN) with MAPE value, 2.3888% and VMD-EMD-AL-
BPNN, SSA-VMD-AL-BPNN, VMD-EWT-AL-BPNN and VMD-SSA-
AL-BPNN are the second to fifth most precise models with MAPE
values of 2.4219%, 2.5430%, 2.7218% and 2.7278%, respectively.
(3) According to ELM, EMD-VMD-AL-ELM can get the lowest
MAPE value with 2.5324% while VMD-SSA-AL-ELM reaches the
most stable forecasting result with the standard deviation of
MAPE of 8.6223 which is much bigger than 1.8331 of the standard
deviation of MAPE from SSA-EMD-AL-WNN.
According to the forecasting results of Datasets 1–2, it is obvi-
ous that the proposed structure with WNN has a more precise and
stable forecasting ability. So the following discusses WNN with
twelve SD methods and the AL strategy in Dataset 3.
For Dataset 3, as shown in Table 3, the following could be
concluded:
(1) Among twelve SD methods, VMD-EWT-AL-WNN has the best
forecasting result with values of MAE, MSE, MAPE and the stan-
dard deviation of MAPE with 0.1498, 0.0639, 0.9035% and 1.1830,
respectively.
(2) EMD-SSA-AL-WNN gains the best AE value with 0.0011 while
it gets the MAPE value with 1.2192%, which is not the minimum.
(3) The first to fifth most accurate models are VMD-EWT-AL-
WNN, VMD-SSA-AL-WNN, SSA-VMD-AL-WNN, EMD-EWT-AL-
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Fig. 2. Non-agnostic and agnostic AL strategies.
Table 1
Comparison of forecasting consequences which are obtained by other benchmark
models and the proposed hybrid model from Dataset 1.
ςMAPE (%) Std.(ςMAPE )
BPNN ELM WNN BPNN ELM WNN
VMD-EMD-AL-ANN 4.6843 4.4023 1.4496 11.1852 9.8623 3.4705
EMD-VMD-AL-ANN 4.1345 2.9786 1.2718 9.3310 7.0603 2.3791
VMD-EWT-AL-ANN 5.3680 3.3181 1.3982 12.8938 7.4181 2.3802
EWT-VMD-AL-ANN 5.5567 3.4643 1.4360 13.7809 7.6647 2.1754
VMD-SSA-AL-ANN 4.0579 2.3398 1.4760 9.0668 5.6952 2.7596
SSA-VMD-AL-ANN 4.9159 3.9311 1.4421 10.1862 8.8981 2.5627
EMD-EWT-AL-ANN 5.6988 2.6376 1.4466 12.1176 5.4945 2.3847
EWT-EMD-AL-ANN 5.5567 3.4643 1.4360 13.7809 7.6647 2.1754
EMD-SSA-AL-ANN 4.6224 3.5967 1.5097 9.4530 7.4970 2.9080
SSA-EMD-AL-ANN 5.4473 4.4081 1.8633 10.8267 9.2474 3.8078
EWT-SSA-AL-ANN 5.2834 3.5754 1.5379 10.8953 7.7757 2.8597
SSA-EWT-AL-ANN 4.4576 3.1256 1.6212 11.2275 7.1412 3.2702
WNN and VMD-EMD-AL-WNN with MAPE values of 0.9035%,
0.9053%, 0.9548%, 1.0822% and 1.0872%, respectively.
According to Fig. 4, with the data from Dataset 3, the following
could be concluded:
(1) Among thirty-six models, for SD-AL-WNN, even the biggest
MAPE value obtained from SSA-EWT-AL-WNN is smaller than
1.5%, 1.4070% to be exact, which is smaller than the lowest MAPE
value obtained from SD-AL-ELM and SD-AL-BPNN.
(2) With the same SD methods, SD-AL-WNN can always have
better forecasting performance compared with SD-AL-BPNN and
SD-AL-ELM.
(3) As for the standard deviation of MAPE, every value from
SD-AL-WNN models is smaller than that from SD-AL-BPNN and
SD-AL-ELM, which means that SD-AL-WNN is more stable than
SD-AL-ELM and SD-AL-BPNN.
From Fig. 5, the following could be concluded in Dataset 3:
(1) In Dataset 3, among twelve SD-AL-WNN models, there are
three models VMD-EWT-AL-WNN, VMD-SSA-AL-WNN and SSA-
VMD-AL-WNN, whose MAPE value is smaller than 1%. It is ap-
parent that their forecasting performance is quite precise. Mean-
while, others are not bad for the biggest MAPE value is only
1.3210%.
(2) According to the standard deviation of MAPE, four types of SD-
AL-WNN can gain the standard deviation of MAPE value smaller
than 1.3, which means that a stable forecasting result can be
Table 2
Comparison of forecasting results from Dataset 2.
BPNN ELM WNN
ςMAPE (%) Std.(ςMAPE ) ςMAPE (%) Std.(ςMAPE ) ςMAPE (%) Std.(ςMAPE )
VMD-EMD-AL-ANN 2.4219 9.4441 3.3022 12.5841 1.4577 2.4496
EMD-VMD-AL-ANN 2.3888 9.3189 2.5324 9.2291 1.4302 2.7476
VMD-EWT-AL-ANN 2.7218 9.9874 3.2990 12.6228 1.3985 2.5655
EWT-VMD-AL-ANN 3.3984 15.2911 3.4190 11.8833 1.4823 3.1124
VMD-SSA-AL-ANN 2.7278 10.0975 2.4843 8.6223 1.3817 3.0687
SSA-VMD-AL-ANN 2.5430 8.7137 3.0167 12.3787 1.4239 3.2330
EMD-EWT-AL-ANN 3.3154 16.3627 3.7479 16.2504 1.4969 2.6648
EWT-EMD-AL-ANN 3.3984 15.2911 3.4190 11.8833 1.4823 3.1124
EMD-SSA-AL-ANN 3.7748 18.3392 3.6672 16.2338 1.6176 3.0089
SSA-EMD-AL-ANN 3.5731 16.2112 3.7746 19.3110 1.3516 1.8331
EWT-SSA-AL-ANN 3.9588 18.1941 3.5308 13.3329 1.4899 2.2621
SSA-EWT-AL-ANN 3.2753 14.4336 3.0401 9.7260 1.9191 3.7794
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Fig. 3. Structure of the experiment and comparison models.
achieved by VMD-EWT-AL-WNN, VMD-SSA-AL-WNN, EMD-EWT-
AL-WNN and SSA-VMD-AL-WNN with the standard deviation of
MAPE values of 1.1830, 1.2306, 1.2771 and 1.2786, respectively.
For Dataset 4, as shown in Table 4, the following could be
concluded:
(1) Among thirty-six models, EMD-VMD-AL-WNN forecasting
model has both the most precise and stable forecasting ability
with MAPE value and the standard deviation of MAPE with
1.6932% and 2.9660, whose MAPE value is 0.0486% lower than
that gained from the second most accurate model VMD-EMD-AL-
WNN.
(2) Compared with the results obtained from thirty-six differ-
ent models, the first to fifth lowest MAPE values are 1.6932%,
1.7418%, 1.9427%, 1.9771% and 1.9854% from EMD-VMD-AL-
WNN, VMD-EMD-AL-WNN, SSA-VMD-AL-WNN, VMD-SSA-WL-
WNN and VMD-EWT-AL-WNN, respectively. It shows that they
are the first to fifth most precise forecasting models of all, which
all belong to SD-AL-WNN models.
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Fig. 4. Wind speed forecasting results of Dataset 3.
Table 3
Comparison of the forecasting results obtained from twelve SD-AL-WNN
methods in Dataset 3.
ςAE ςMAE ςMSE ςMAPE Std.(ςMAPE )
VMD-EMD-AL-WNN 0.0147 0.1756 0.0872 1.0872 1.5709
VMD-EWT-AL-WNN 0.0135 0.1498 0.0639 0.9035 1.1830
VMD-SSA-AL-WNN −0.0052 0.1520 0.0788 0.9053 1.2306
EMD-EWT-AL-WNN −0.0053 0.1763 0.0793 1.0822 1.2771
EMD-SSA-AL-WNN 0.0011 0.1903 0.1197 1.2192 2.1906
EWT-SSA-AL-WNN 0.0114 0.1953 0.1158 1.3210 2.3244
EMD-VMD-AL-WNN 0.0267 0.1970 0.2083 1.1330 1.9442
EWT-VMD-AL-WNN 0.0067 0.1664 0.0841 1.0979 2.0384
SSA-VMD-AL-WNN 0.0359 0.1671 0.1121 0.9548 1.2786
EWT-EMD-AL-WNN 0.0067 0.1664 0.0841 1.0979 2.0384
SSA-EMD-AL-WNN −0.0058 0.1816 0.0878 1.1710 2.0576
SSA-EWT-AL-WNN 0.0421 0.1994 0.1234 1.4070 2.7403
(3) As for the standard deviation of MAPE, the lowest number
is 2.966, obtained from EMD-VMD-AL-WNN, belonging to the
proposed structure.
(4) From Table 4, when employing the same SD methods, it is easy
to find that except EMD-EWT-AL-BPNN, VMD-EWT-AL-BPNN and
EMD-SSA-AL-BPNN, forecasting models based onWNN are always
more stable than the models with BPNN and ELM. It suggests that
WNN can gain more stable forecasting consequences as a whole.
4.2. Wind direction deterministic forecasting
In this part, the wind direction is forecasted using the time
series theory, as shown in Fig. 6. Use the first five wind direction
data as input of ANN with the time series theory to forecast the
sixth wind direction data.
From Table 5, which could be concluded as follows:
(1) WNN could achieve the best results of AE value, MAE value
and MSE value with −0.0895, 0.5604 and 4.6772, respectively,
compared with those obtained from BPNN and ELM in Dataset
1.
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Table 4
Comparison of the forecasting results from Dataset 4.
VMD-EMD-
AL-BPNN
VMD-EMD-
AL-ELM
VMD-EMD-
AL-WNN
EMD-VMD-
AL-BPNN
EMD-VMD-
AL-ELM
EMD-VMD-
AL-WNN
EMD-EWT-
AL-BPNN
EMD-EWT-
AL-ELM
EMD-EWT-
AL-WNN
EWT-EMD-
AL-BPNN
EWT-EMD-
AL-ELM
EWT-EMD-
AL-WNN
ςAE 0.6452 0.5537 0.0078 0.2164 0.5358 0.0867 0.2439 0.3513 0.0661 0.5001 0.0567 0.0100
ςMAE 0.8066 1.1201 0.2648 0.6599 0.7498 0.3214 0.6197 0.7227 0.3317 0.7683 0.3929 0.3347
ςMSE 6.2249 8.2793 0.2590 4.1883 4.7833 0.5998 3.6398 4.2263 0.5878 6.2881 0.7687 0.5906
ςMAPE 2.9271 4.4980 1.7418 2.9028 2.8087 1.6932 3.0274 3.6515 2.4850 3.3324 3.3295 2.3779
Std.(ςMAPE ) 5.3919 7.8254 3.4556 5.0301 5.2508 2.9660 4.9470 7.2668 5.5429 6.3455 7.9248 3.4469
VMD-EWT-
AL-BPNN
VMD-EWT-
AL-ELM
VMD-EWT-
AL-WNN
EWT-VMD-
AL-BPNN
EWT-VMD-
AL-ELM
EWT-VMD-
AL-WNN
EMD-SSA-
AL-BPNN
EMD-SSA-
AL-ELM
EMD-SSA-
AL-WNN
SSA-EMD-
AL-BPNN
SSA-EMD-
AL-ELM
SSA-EMD-
AL-WNN
ςAE 0.2778 0.3570 0.2008 0.5001 0.0567 0.0100 0.4468 0.3417 −0.0543 0.4071 0.0980 0.0925
ςMAE 0.5968 0.6756 0.4169 0.7683 0.3929 0.3347 0.6595 0.8311 0.3938 0.7667 0.7238 0.3434
ςMSE 3.9406 3.4759 1.7368 6.2881 0.7687 0.5906 5.2152 5.9791 0.8581 5.2380 2.9808 0.4994
ςMAPE 2.5073 2.9083 1.9854 3.3324 3.3295 2.3779 2.6110 3.7078 2.8871 3.6727 4.3190 2.5296
Std.(ςMAPE ) 4.5739 5.3463 4.0897 6.3455 7.9248 3.4469 5.0794 7.6893 5.2564 7.1410 6.9741 4.5429
VMD-SSA-
AL-BPNN
VMD-SSA-
AL-ELM
VMD-SSA-
AL-WNN
SSA-VMD-
AL-BPNN
SSA-VMD-
AL-ELM
SSA-VMD-
AL-WNN
EWT-SSA-
AL-BPNN
EWT-SSA-
AL-ELM
EWT-SSA-
AL-WNN
SSA-EWT-
AL-BPNN
SSA-EWT-
AL-ELM
SSA-EWT-
AL-WNN
ςAE 0.2754 −0.0147 0.0407 0.1119 0.2869 0.1068 0.3573 0.3496 0.0859 0.2170 0.0952 0.0084
ςMAE 0.5386 0.3409 0.4154 0.5021 0.8682 0.3488 0.7815 0.6791 0.4019 0.5073 0.4620 0.4448
ςMSE 2.8509 0.5454 1.8256 1.5231 5.1284 1.0262 6.1591 4.0124 1.0801 2.6000 1.8121 1.6105
ςMAPE 2.5975 2.4412 1.9771 2.4022 3.8925 1.9427 3.5692 3.5450 2.4825 2.7201 2.8421 2.4642
Std.(ςMAPE ) 5.0600 6.2536 3.3166 3.6421 8.2714 3.2754 6.9741 8.1930 4.0207 4.9479 6.7783 4.5611
(2) For Dataset 2, WNN could achieve MAPE value with 0.5619%
which is smaller than 1.3045% and 0.5630%, obtained from BPNN
and ELM. Meanwhile WNN is the most stable one with the small-
est standard deviation value of MAPE with 1.7506.
(3) It is easy to see from Dataset 3 that WNN has the best
forecasting results with AE, MAE, MSE, MAPE and the standard
deviation value of MAPE with 0.0829, 0.1940, 0.2129, 0.6532%
and 1.3959, which are all the smallest number compared with
BPNN and ELM, revealing that WNN has the highest accuracy and
stability of all models.
(4) With Dataset 4, WNN also achieves the most precise result
with 3.7895% MAPE value among all methods. In addition, BPNN
and ELM are the second to third most accurate model with MAPE
values of 4.9504% and 8.9786%. Meanwhile, WNN also has the
highest stability with the smallest standard deviation value of
MAPE, 15.1935.
From Fig. 7, it shows the maps of both real wind speed vector
information and wind speed vector forecasting information from
Dataset 3, which can indicate the frequency of the wind direction
and speed in a region over a period of time. The map of real wind
speed vector from Dataset 3 is shown in Fig. 7. part A. Forecasting
results of Dataset 3 can be found in Fig. 7. part B.1, part B.2,
part C.1 and part C.2. What’ more, part B.1 and part C.1 show
the frequency of the overall wind direction forecasting results and
wind speed forecasting results of Dataset 3 based on VMD-EWT-
AL-WNN and VMD-SSA-AL-WNN while part B.2 and part C.2 give
more details.
4.3. Probabilistic forecasting
In this part, probabilistic forecasting information about the
wind speed and direction is provided. There are two concepts
(sharpness and proper scoring rules) for the estimation of fore-
casting performance. Sharpness can provide a situation-
dependent evaluation of forecast uncertainty while the assess-
ment of sharpness and calibration can be simultaneously assessed
by proper scoring rules. Details about probabilistic forecast, con-
tinuous ranked probability score and sharpness are shown in
Appendix C.
With respect to the sharpness of wind speed forecasting, it
can be shown that in Table 6 that in the confidence interval [0.1,
0.9] and [0.2, 0.8], values of the largest sharpness are 1.8227 and
1.1962, 1.9757 and 1.2966, 1.3770 and 0.9037 and 2.7469 and
Table 5
Wind direction forecasting with Datasets 1–4.
Dataset 1 Dataset 2
BPNN ELM WNN BPNN ELM WNN
ςAE 0.0946 −0.2074 −0.0895 0.1423 0.1615 0.1387
ςMAE 0.6018 1.3746 0.5604 0.1767 0.3705 0.1784
ςMSE 7.2426 18.2112 4.6772 0.3087 0.8428 0.3549
ςMAPE 6.6268 18.6374 10.8228 0.5630 1.3045 0.5619
Std.(ςMAPE ) 26.8145 59.1758 43.4479 1.6500 2.8667 1.7506
Dataset 3 Dataset 4
BPNN ELM WNN BPNN ELM WNN
ςAE 0.4810 0.4811 0.0829 0.2793 0.1218 0.1140
ςMAE 0.5677 0.7687 0.1940 0.6607 1.1127 0.4084
ςMSE 1.3264 1.6423 0.2129 7.5984 13.1878 3.3279
ςMAPE 1.8093 2.7202 0.6532 4.9504 8.9786 3.7895
Std.(ςMAPE ) 3.1181 3.8175 1.3959 18.1867 30.7569 15.1935
1.8026 from Datasets 1–4. It is obvious that the largest sharp-
ness values are all offered by the proposed models, EMD-EWT-
AL-WNN in Dataset 1, SSA-EMD-AL-WNN in Dataset 2, EMD-
EWT-AL-WNN in Dataset 3 and EMD-SSA-AL-WNN in Dataset
4. In Dataset 2, the second to sixth largest sharpness values
are 1.9579, 1.9286, 1.9223, 1.9199 and 1.9182 from EWT-SSA-
AL-WNN, SSA-EWT-AL-ELM, EMD-EWT-AL-BPNN, EMD-EWT-AL-
WNN and EWT-EMD-AL-WNN, respectively.
From Table 7, according to CRPS of wind speed forecasting
from Datasets 1–4, it is apparent that values of CRPS of models
with SD-AL-WNN are smaller compared with those from other
models except VMD-SSA-AL-ELM in Dataset 4, EMD-VMD-AL-
BPNN in Dataset 2 and EMD-VMD-AL-ELM in Dataset 2, which
indicates that SD-AL-WNN can make forecasting more accurate
than other comparison models. From Datasets 1–4, it is easy
to find that the smallest CRPS values are 3.7303 from VMD-
SSA-AL-WNN in Dataset 1, 4.8471 from SSA-EMD-AL-WNN in
Dataset 2, 4.3582 from VMD-SSA-AL-WNN in Dataset 3 and
4.5514 from VMD-EMD-AL-WNN in Dataset 4, which are all SD-
AL-WNN models. It shows that the maximum of CRPS value in
Dataset 1 is 4.4186 obtained from EWT-SSA-AL-BPNN while CRPS
can decrease 0.6883 to reach 3.7303 with VMD-SSA-AL-WNN,
which greatly improves the accuracy of prediction.
In Table 8, for sharpness of wind direction forecasting with
time series theory, as for the given prediction confidence interval
[0.1, 0.9], from Datasets 1–4, the biggest sharpness ranges from
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Fig. 5. Wind speed forecasting results from SD-AL-WNN models of Dataset 3.
Fig. 6. Structure of the wind direction forecasting model.
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Fig. 7. Frequency of the wind direction and speed.
1.3967 to 1.8118. It has been shown that BPNN andWNN offer the
highest sharpness in different datasets. According to the specific
prediction confidence interval [0.2, 0.8], the biggest sharpness
is smaller comparing with the confidence interval [0.1, 0.9] as
a whole, and the same models offer the highest sharpness, still
BPNN and WNN. It can be seen that sharpness varies from 0.4999
to 1.1890 in the given confidence interval [0.2, 0.8]. As for CRPS
of wind direction forecasting with the time series theory from
Datasets 1–4, it can be seen that the smallest CRPS is 4.0245 from
WNN in Dataset 1 indicating that the forecasting performance
is the most precise one, while ELM has the highest CRPS with
7.0263, meaning that ELM with time series theory has the biggest
forecasting error in Dataset 3.
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Fig. 8. Wind speed probabilistic forecasting with SSA-EWT-AL-WNN of Dataset 4.
From Figs. 8 and 9, they show the probabilistic forecasting
results of the wind speed and direction, which are obtained from
SSA-EWT-AL-WNN in Dataset 4. It is easy to find that when the
confidence interval belongs to [0.1,0.9] and [0.2,0.8], the band-
width of the probabilistic forecasting covers more wind speed and
direction values, and it covers the largest number of values with
confidence interval [0.1,0.9]. As the decrease of the confidence
interval, the values included become less. Interval estimation is
beneficial to management work because both the best and worst
data can be forecasted in advance to make better decisions.
5. Discussion
Improvement ratio of the index among different models,
∆INDEX , is employed to compare comparison models and the
proposed model. The calculation of ∆INDEX is shown below:
∆INDEX =
INDEXcomparison model − INDEXproposed model
INDEXcomparison model
× 100% (20)
The results of ∆INDEX are shown in Table 9 of Dataset 4, which
illustrate the following:
(1) The positive value of ∆INDEX means that the proposed model,
SD-AL-WNN decreases the forecasting error based on the corre-
sponding comparison models.
(2) In comparison cases, the ∆MAPE (%) values present that com-
paring with twenty-four comparison models, SD-AL-WNN can
mostly enhance the forecasting performance except comparing
with EMD-EWT-AL-BPNN and EMD-SSA-AL-BPNN in Dataset 4.
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Fig. 9. Wind direction probabilistic forecasting from Dataset 4.
(3) According to the results, compared with the comparison mod-
els, the proposed models are more stable and precise as a whole
except EMD-EWT-AL-BPNN and EMD-SSA-AL-BPNN. Despite the
performance degradation, the decline is very low. For example,
for EMD-SSA-AL-BPNN, the accuracy of the proposed model EMD-
SSA-AL-WNN decreases by only 10.5745%, and a smaller decline
with only 3.4847% of the standard deviation value of MAPE.
(4) From Table 9, it is obvious that except EMD-EWT-AL-BPNN
and EMD-SSA-AL-BPNN, the forecasting models included in the
proposed structure can gain a large improvement of MAPE and
the standard deviation value of MAPE. For instance, compared
with VMD-EMD-AL-ELM, the proposed model VMD-EMD-AL-
WNN has a great improvement over MAPE with 61.2761% and
a large improvement over the standard deviation value of MAPE
with 55.8412%.
(5) As it can be seen, SD methods are helpful to obtain better
forecasting performance, which can decrease the interference
existing in the original data.
(6) The proposed forecasting models with meteorological factors
are suitable for wind speed forecasting, meanwhile, they could
obtain more precise and stability forecasting consequences.
(7) In this study, not only deterministic forecasting but also
probabilistic forecasting are applied, providing various aspects of
forecasts for risk management.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, a hybrid structure (SD-AL-ANN) based on the
SD consisting of four data processing methods (VMD, EWT, EMD
and SSA), AL strategy, three neural network algorithms (BPNN,
ELM and WNN) and the meteorological analysis, is proposed
for wind speed vector forecasting. According to experimental
consequences, the proposed hybrid structure SD-AL-WNN, is not
only the most accurate but also the most stable model among
other comparison models. Furthermore, except accurate deter-
ministic wind speed vector forecasts, probabilistic forecasting
is employed, offering various aspects of the wind speed vector
for risk assessment and decision-making in the power system
operation. It is apparent that this structure is promising for use
in the future. Other fields are equally applicable of this proposed
model, like power load forecasting, tourism demand forecasting,
traffic flow prediction and product sales prediction and the like.
7. Energy applications and further work
The utilization of wind energy has many potential applica-
tions, like control of the wind turbine system, integration of wind
power, etc. Effective control of wind turbine system can avoid
over-load and increase conversion efficiency. The major issue of
control of wind turbine system is the time-delay of wind speed
forecasting. Accurate forecasting of the wind speed can solve
the time-delay issue to achieve dynamic control of wind turbine
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Table 6
Sharpness of wind speed forecasting in confidence intervals [0.1, 0.9] and [0.2, 0.8] in Datasets 1-4.
Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 4
[0.1,0.9] [0.2,0.8] [0.1,0.9] [0.2,0.8] [0.1,0.9] [0.2,0.8] [0.1,0.9] [0.2,0.8]
VMD-EMD-AL-BPNN 1.4338 0.9410 1.7468 1.1463 1.3203 0.8665 2.2867 1.5006
VMD-EMD-AL-ELM 1.3871 0.9103 1.7446 1.1449 1.2294 0.8068 2.2575 1.4815
VMD-EMD-AL-WNN 1.4916 0.9789 1.8072 1.1860 1.2714 0.8343 2.6064 1.7105
EMD-VMD-AL-BPNN 1.4524 0.9531 1.7607 1.1555 1.1411 0.7488 2.4910 1.6347
EMD-VMD-AL-ELM 1.4054 0.9223 1.7426 1.1436 1.1769 0.7723 2.3179 1.5211
EMD-VMD-AL-WNN 1.5460 1.0146 1.7264 1.1330 1.2732 0.8355 2.5487 1.6726
EMD-EWT-AL-BPNN 1.6139 1.0591 1.9223 1.2615 1.2241 0.8033 2.5945 1.7026
EMD-EWT-AL-ELM 1.7592 1.1545 1.8696 1.2269 1.3117 0.8608 2.4857 1.6313
EMD-EWT-AL-WNN 1.8227 1.1962 1.9199 1.2599 1.3770 0.9037 2.6495 1.7387
EWT-EMD-AL-BPNN 1.7583 1.1539 1.8818 1.2349 1.1925 0.7826 2.4350 1.5980
EWT-EMD-AL-ELM 1.6541 1.0855 1.8904 1.2406 1.2879 0.8452 2.6839 1.7613
EWT-EMD-AL-WNN 1.7820 1.1694 1.9182 1.2588 1.3670 0.8971 2.6948 1.7684
VMD-EWT-AL-BPNN 1.4280 0.9371 1.7177 1.1272 1.1936 0.7833 2.4220 1.5894
VMD-EWT-AL-ELM 1.4138 0.9278 1.7355 1.1389 1.1611 0.7620 2.4087 1.5807
VMD-EWT-AL-WNN 1.5486 1.0163 1.7686 1.1607 1.2780 0.8387 2.4714 1.6219
EWT-VMD-AL-BPNN 1.4269 0.9364 1.6319 1.0709 1.1327 0.7433 2.4475 1.6062
EWT-VMD-AL-ELM 1.3928 0.9141 1.7291 1.1347 1.1954 0.7845 2.3612 1.5495
EWT-VMD-AL-WNN 1.5942 1.0462 1.7825 1.1698 1.2965 0.8508 2.5098 1.6471
EMD-SSA-AL-BPNN 1.6207 1.0636 1.8456 1.2112 1.3046 0.8561 2.4567 1.6122
EMD-SSA-AL-ELM 1.6369 1.0742 1.8537 1.2165 1.2639 0.8294 2.4377 1.5997
EMD-SSA-AL-WNN 1.7927 1.1764 1.8728 1.2291 1.3454 0.8829 2.7469 1.8026
SSA-EMD-AL-BPNN 1.6378 1.0748 1.9107 1.2539 1.3159 0.8635 2.4290 1.5940
SSA-EMD-AL-ELM 1.6475 1.0812 1.8620 1.2219 1.2822 0.8414 2.6270 1.7240
SSA-EMD-AL-WNN 1.8081 1.1866 1.9757 1.2966 1.3566 0.8903 2.6626 1.7474
VMD-SSA-AL-BPNN 1.4556 0.9552 1.7626 1.1567 1.0827 0.7105 2.4519 1.6091
VMD-SSA-AL-ELM 1.4612 0.9589 1.7300 1.1353 1.2267 0.8050 2.5916 1.7007
VMD-SSA-AL-WNN 1.5478 1.0157 1.7614 1.1559 1.2709 0.8340 2.5864 1.6973
SSA-VMD-AL-BPNN 1.3768 0.9035 1.7445 1.1448 1.1553 0.7581 2.5398 1.6667
SSA-VMD-AL-ELM 1.3837 0.9081 1.7355 1.1389 1.1837 0.7768 2.3586 1.5478
SSA-VMD-AL-WNN 1.5327 1.0058 1.7184 1.1277 1.2738 0.8359 2.5121 1.6486
EWT-SSA-AL-BPNN 1.6918 1.1103 1.8709 1.2278 1.2939 0.8491 2.5099 1.6471
EWT-SSA-AL-ELM 1.6401 1.0763 1.8749 1.2304 1.3050 0.8564 2.4947 1.6371
EWT-SSA-AL-WNN 1.7766 1.1659 1.9579 1.2849 1.3668 0.8969 2.6308 1.7265
SSA-EWT-AL-BPNN 1.7176 1.1272 1.8424 1.2090 1.2427 0.8155 2.5873 1.6979
SSA-EWT-AL-ELM 1.6659 1.0932 1.9286 1.2656 1.2341 0.8099 2.6043 1.7091
SSA-EWT-AL-WNN 1.8182 1.1932 1.9009 1.2475 1.3745 0.9020 2.7066 1.7762
Table 7
CRPS of wind speed forecasting from Datasets 1–4.
VMD-EMD-
AL-BPNN
VMD-EMD-
AL-ELM
VMD-EMD-
AL-WNN
EMD-VMD-
AL-BPNN
EMD-VMD-
AL-ELM
EMD-VMD-
AL-WNN
EMD-EWT-
AL-BPNN
EMD-EWT-
AL-ELM
EMD-EWT-
AL-WNN
EWT-EMD-
AL-BPNN
EWT-EMD-
AL-ELM
EWT-EMD-
AL-WNN
Dataset1 4.1655 4.2824 3.7929 4.2288 4.1143 3.7373 4.4186 3.9650 3.7268 4.2017 4.1741 3.7767
Dataset2 4.9342 4.9451 4.8886 4.9074 4.9210 4.9570 4.9067 4.9772 4.9110 4.9400 5.0520 4.9040
Dataset3 4.8157 4.7297 4.3749 4.9808 4.7177 4.3886 4.8624 4.6239 4.3796 5.0664 4.7655 4.3776
Dataset4 4.9816 5.1155 4.5514 4.8011 4.9259 4.5994 4.7893 4.8677 4.6009 4.9277 4.6292 4.5884
VMD-EWT-
AL-BPNN
VMD-EWT-
AL-ELM
VMD-EWT-
AL-WNN
EWT-VMD-
AL-BPNN
EWT-VMD-
AL-ELM
EWT-VMD-
AL-WNN
EMD-SSA-
AL-BPNN
EMD-SSA-
AL-ELM
EMD-SSA-
AL-WNN
SSA-EMD-
AL-BPNN
SSA-EMD-
AL-ELM
SSA-EMD-
AL-WNN
Dataset1 4.2499 4.1401 3.7451 4.1826 4.1848 3.7493 4.3198 4.1817 3.7412 4.3969 4.2873 3.7375
Dataset2 4.9590 4.9540 4.9195 5.0876 4.9488 4.9433 4.9831 5.0029 4.9719 4.9807 4.9463 4.8471
Dataset3 4.6775 4.6888 4.3619 4.8914 4.7203 4.3691 4.7198 4.8006 4.3879 4.5803 4.6908 4.3819
Dataset4 4.7848 4.8440 4.6755 4.8394 4.8809 4.6385 4.8602 4.9197 4.6021 4.9039 4.8051 4.6136
VMD-SSA-
AL-BPNN
VMD-SSA-
AL-ELM
VMD-SSA-
AL-WNN
SSA-VMD-
AL-BPNN
SSA-VMD-
AL-ELM
SSA-VMD-
AL-WNN
EWT-SSA-
AL-BPNN
EWT-SSA-
AL-ELM
EWT-SSA-
AL-WNN
SSA-EWT-
AL-BPNN
SSA-EWT-
AL-ELM
SSA-EWT-
AL-WNN
Dataset1 4.0956 3.9610 3.7303 4.3386 4.2656 3.7510 4.4141 4.1830 3.7536 4.0854 4.1075 3.7348
Dataset2 4.9318 4.9348 4.9062 4.9694 4.9360 4.9515 4.9788 5.0186 4.9007 5.0132 4.9865 4.9527
Dataset3 4.9863 4.5871 4.3582 4.7661 4.7050 4.3760 4.9433 4.7822 4.3933 4.7831 4.7255 4.4030
Dataset4 4.7552 4.5838 4.6349 4.6961 4.9229 4.6181 4.8986 4.8455 4.6409 4.7264 4.6733 4.6430
system [54]. Besides, the integration of wind power into power
grid is indispensable during the utilization of wind energy. The
high-performance wind speed forecasting can enhance the power
grid stability and power quality with less reserve capacity.
In the long term, models that can further improve the fore-
casting accuracy and stability simultaneously are still needed.
And some valuable research trends will need to be further ex-
plored, including: (i) This paper mainly concentrates on one-step
forecasting and more efforts on its multi-step deterministic and
probabilistic forecasting should be further made in the near fu-
ture. (ii) Nowadays, deep learning technique has received great
attention because of its multiple merits, such as higher gen-
eralization performance, therefore, how to apply deep learning
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Table 8
Sharpness in the confidence interval [0.1, 0.9] and [0.2, 0.8] and CRPS of wind direction forecasting from Datasets 1–4.
Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 4
CRPS
BPNN 4.0912 6.7956 6.9258 5.0352
ELM 4.4021 6.8973 7.0263 5.2218
WNN 4.0245 6.7955 6.6394 4.8677
Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 4
[0.1,0.9] [0.2,0.8] [0.1,0.9] [0.2,0.8] [0.1,0.9] [0.2,0.8] [0.1,0.9] [0.2,0.8]
Sharpness
BPNN 1.7127 1.1240 0.7732 0.5074 0.7892 0.5179 1.4069 0.9233
ELM 1.6168 1.0610 0.7617 0.4999 0.7951 0.5218 1.3967 0.9166
WNN 1.6704 1.0962 0.7657 0.5025 0.9020 0.5919 1.4256 0.9355
Table 9
Comparison between comparison models and the proposed structure SD-AL-
WNN in Dataset 4.
∆MAPE ∆Std.MAPE ∆MAPE ∆Std.MAPE
EMD-EWT-AL-BPNN EMD-EWT-AL-ELM
EMD-EWT-AL-WNN 17.9164 −12.0457 31.9458 23.7230
EMD-SSA-AL-BPNN EMD-SSA-AL-ELM
EMD-SSA-AL-WNN −10.5745 −3.4847 22.1344 31.6401
EWT-SSA-AL-BPNN EWT-SSA-AL-ELM
EWT-SSA-AL-WNN 30.4466 42.3481 29.9718 50.9252
VMD-EMD-AL-BPNN VMD-EMD-AL-ELM
VMD-EMD-AL-WNN 40.4940 35.9113 61.2761 55.8412
VMD-EWT-AL-BPNN VMD-EWT-AL-ELM
VMD-EWT-AL-WNN 20.8152 10.5862 31.7333 23.5041
VMD-SSA-AL-BPNN VMD-SSA-AL-ELM
VMD-SSA-AL-WNN 23.8845 34.4545 19.0111 46.9649
EWT-EMD-AL-BPNN EWT-EMD-AL-ELM
EWT-EMD-AL-WNN 28.6430 45.6796 28.5809 56.5049
SSA-EMD-AL-BPNN SSA-EMD-AL-ELM
SSA-EMD-AL-WNN 31.1242 36.3829 41.4309 34.8604
SSA-EWT-AL-BPNN SSA-EWT-AL-ELM
SSA-EWT-AL-WNN 9.4077 7.8175 13.2965 32.7103
EMD-VMD-AL-BPNN EMD-VMD-AL-ELM
EMD-VMD-AL-WNN 41.6701 41.0350 39.7159 43.5134
EWT-VMD-AL-BPNN EWT-VMD-AL-ELM
EWT-VMD-AL-WNN 28.6430 45.6796 28.5809 56.5049
SSA-VMD-AL-BPNN SSA-VMD-AL-ELM
SSA-VMD-AL-WNN 19.1283 10.0684 50.0912 60.4009
Table B.1
Value of different weather.
Weather Rank Weather Rank Weather Rank
Snow 1 Ice crystals 7 Fog 13
Moderate snow 2 Rain 8 Haze 14
Moderate snow shower 3 Freezing drizzle 9 Cloudy 15
Snow showers 4 Drizzle 10 Mostly cloudy 16
Blowing snow 5 Rain showers 11 Mainly clear 17
Snow pellets 6 Freezing fog 12 Clear 18
Table B.3
Description of the evaluation criterion.
Metrics Definition Expression
ςAE The mean absolute error
of N
1
N
∑N
i=1
xobservei − x
forecast
i
ςMAE The mean absolute error
of N
1
N
∑N
i=1
⏐⏐⏐xobservei − xforecasti ⏐⏐⏐
ςMSE The mean error squares
of N
1
N
∑N
i=1
(xobservei − x
forecast
i )
2
ςMAPE The mean absolute
percentage error
1
N
∑N
i=1
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐ xobservei − xforecastixobservei
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐ × 100%
∆INDEX Improvement ratio of
the index among
different models
INDEXcompared − INDEXproposed
INDEXcompared
× 100%
methods effectively to wind speed modeling may be a promising
research direction.
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Appendix A
The pseudo-code of SSA is provided in Algorithm 1.
Table B.2
Statistics of the meteorological factors.
Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 4
Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev.
Temp (◦C) 9.9377 3.9447 0.2538 5.7431 −6.5445 4.7328 −1.0049 3.1539
Dew point Temp (◦C) 4.9064 4.6552 −3.9949 6.7020 −9.4336 5.3850 −4.4534 4.1814
Rel Hum (%) 72.4073 14.8950 74.1036 13.4563 80.6394 11.8026 78.225 12.2114
Visibility (km) 21.1965 6.1628 20.4047 6.0620 15.1269 8.9415 15.251 7.7983
Stn press (kPa) 99.2920 0.7305 99.4703 0.7662 99.8137 0.9406 99.534 0.7390
Weather 14.9508 2.5214 13.6992 4.8287 10.1893 7.0389 12.581 4.8152
Wind speed (km/h) 15.9944 8.5825 17.8075 9.8056 16.4327 8.4376 17.390 10.2381
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Table B.4
Description of comparison models.
No. Comparison model Description
1. VMD-EMD-AL-BPNN The modified BPNN with secondary
decomposition VMD-EMD and active learning
strategy.
2. VMD-EWT-AL-BPNN The modified BPNN with secondary
decomposition VMD-EWT and active learning
strategy.
3. VMD-SSA-AL-BPNN The modified BPNN with secondary
decomposition VMD-SSA and active learning
strategy.
4. EMD-VMD-AL-BPNN The modified BPNN with secondary
decomposition EMD-VMD and active learning
strategy.
5. EMD-EWT-AL-BPNN The modified BPNN with secondary
decomposition EMD-EWT and active learning
strategy.
6. EMD-SSA-AL-BPNN The modified BPNN with secondary
decomposition EMD-SSA and active learning
strategy.
7. EWT-VMD-AL-BPNN The modified BPNN with secondary
decomposition EWT-VMD and active learning
strategy.
8. EWT-EMD-AL-BPNN The modified BPNN with secondary
decomposition EWT-EMD and active learning
strategy.
9. EWT-SSA-AL-BPNN The modified BPNN with secondary
decomposition EWT-SSA and active learning
strategy.
10. SSA-VMD-AL-BPNN The modified BPNN with secondary
decomposition SSA-VMD and active learning
strategy.
11. SSA-EMD-AL-BPNN The modified BPNN with secondary
decomposition SSA-EMD and active learning
strategy.
12. SSA-EWT-AL-BPNN The modified BPNN with secondary
decomposition SSA-EWT and active learning
strategy.
13. VMD-EMD-AL-ELM The modified ELM with secondary
decomposition VMD-EMD and active learning
strategy.
14. VMD-EWT-AL-ELM The modified ELM with secondary
decomposition VMD-EWT and active learning
strategy.
15. VMD-SSA-AL-ELM The modified ELM with secondary
decomposition VMD-SSA and active learning
strategy.
16. EMD-VMD-AL-ELM The modified ELM with secondary
decomposition EMD-VMD and active learning
strategy.
17. EMD-EWT-AL-ELM The modified ELM with secondary
decomposition EMD-EWT and active learning
strategy.
18. EMD-SSA-AL-ELM The modified ELM with secondary
decomposition EMD-SSA and active learning
strategy.
19. EWT-VMD-AL-ELM The modified ELM with secondary
decomposition EWT-VMD and active learning
strategy.
20. EWT-EMD-AL-ELM The modified ELM with secondary
decomposition EWT-EMD and active learning
strategy.
21. EWT-SSA-AL-ELM The modified ELM with secondary
decomposition EWT-SSA and active learning
strategy.
22. SSA-VMD-AL-ELM The modified ELM with secondary
decomposition SSA-VMD and active learning
strategy.
23. SSA-EMD-AL-ELM The modified ELM with secondary
decomposition SSA-EMD and active learning
strategy.
24. SSA-EWT-AL-ELM The modified ELM with secondary
decomposition SSA-EWT and active learning
strategy.
Appendix B
See Tables B.1–B.5.
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Table B.5
Parameters of each single model.
Model Experiment parameters Default value
BPNN
Learning velocity 0.1
Maximum number of training 1000
Training requirement precision 0.00004
ELM Hidden layer node 25
WNN
Iteration time 100
Learning rate 0.1
Training requirement accuracy 0.00004
Appendix C
Probabilistic forecast
When providing information about interpretive variables, pre-
dicting the probability distribution of the response variable is the
aim of a probabilistic forecast. If the response variable belongs
to a binary event, then it can be considered that the conditional
probability of success given the explanatory variable is a kind of
the probabilistic forecast. The widely used method of probabilistic
forecast for binary events is logistic regression. The stochas-
tic characterization is given by a conditional probability density
function (conditional PDF) with the response variable being a
continuous random variable. Let (x1, y1), (x2, y2). . .(x3, y3) denote
training observations, with xi being an explanatory variable, yi
being the response variable as well as n representing the number
of the observations. Utilizing training data to gain the conditional
PDF fY |X(y|x) or the predictive cumulative distribution function
(predictive CDF) equivalently:
FY |x(y) = P(Y ≤ y|X = x) =
∫ y
−∞
fY |X(u|x)du (C.1)
Continuous Ranked Probability Score is an accuracy metrics
which is commonly used in the field of probabilistic forecasts. F
is a predictive CDF and x is a realized observation. The formula of
CRPS can be expressed by Ref. [55]:
CRPS(F , x) =
∫
∞
−∞
(F (y) − ξ[x,∞](y))2dy (C.2)
where the indicator function ξ[x,∞](y) =
{
1 y ≥ x
0 y < x .
The integration of squared difference between a CDF of a
deterministic predictor and a predictive CDF is CRPS. It can be said
that a generalization of MAE for probabilistic forecast is CRPS. The
following shows the formula of CRPS:
CRPS(F , x) = EF |X − x| −
1
2
EF
⏐⏐X − X∗⏐⏐ (C.3)
where two independent draws from distribution F [49] are de-
noted by X and X∗.
Sharpness is a kind of expression of concentration degree of
probability prediction. Maximizing the sharpness is expected
when keeping calibration metrics in an acceptable level. Usually
the average width of a specific prediction interval can report
sharpness, for instance, average difference between 20% and 80%
quantiles [56] and the like.
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